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Abstract 
It is proved that if all Fg-sets in the product X x Y are &normal, then either X is normal 
and countably paracompact or all countable subsets of Y are closed. If the product X x Y is 
hereditarily S-normal, then either X is perfectly normal or all countable subsets of Y are closed. 
Applications to exp(X), C,(X) and products are given. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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A space is said to be S-normal [12] if any two disjoint closed sets, of which one 
is a regular Gg, can be separated by disjoint open sets. A subset G of a topological 
space is a regular Gg if it is the intersection of the closures of a countable collection 
of open sets each of which contains G. In 1970, Mack [ 121 proved that X is countably 
paracompact if and only if its product with the closed unit interval is S-normal, and that 
each countably paracompact space is R-normal. Examples of a d-normal Moore space 
that is not countably paracompact and of a S-normal almost Dowker space are in the 
recent paper of Good and Tree [4]. 
Throughout this paper, all spaces are Hausdorff. An ordinal is the set of smaller ordinals 
and a cardinal is an initial ordinal. If m is an infinite cardinal number, then m+ is the 
next cardinal number. Other terminology and notations not defined in this paper can be 
found in 131. 
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1. F,-S-normality 
A space X will be called F,-S-normal (respectively F,-countably paracompact) if all 
F,-sets in X are &normal (respectively countably paracompact). Every F,-countably 
paracompact space is F,-b-normal and every normal space is F,-S-normal too. The 
product (~1 + 1) x WI is F,-countably paracompact [9]. So the sum X $ Y of a Dowker 
space X [15] and of Y = (wi + 1) x i~i is an example of F,-S-normal space, which is 
not normal or countably paracompact. 
In 1976, Zenor [19] (see also [3, 5.5.16(b)]) proved that if the product X x Y is F,- 
countably paracompact, then either X is normal or all countable discrete subspaces of 
Y are closed. The main result here, Theorem 1, is a generalization of Zenor’s Theorem. 
Theorem 1. [f the product X x Y is F,-S-normal, then either X is normal and countablv 
paracompact or all countable subsets qf Y are closed. 
Proof. Let Y > M # M: IMI < w, and let y E M \ M. If Me = {y} U Ad, then 9 
is a regular G&-set in the countable space Ma, because for every point m E M there 
exists an open set O,,, such that y E O,,,, but m $ O,,,. Let F 2 W c X, where F is 
a closed subset of X and T/I/ is an open subset of X. Then F x {y} and (X \ W) x Ad 
are closed disjoint subsets of 2 = (F x {y}) U (X x M). The set F x {y} is a regular 
Gb-set in 2, because y is a regular Gh in Ma. But 2 is an F,-set in X x Y, so 2 is 
S-normal. Hence there exist open (in 2) disjoint sets U and V, such that F x {y} C U 
and (X \ UT) x Al C V. For every point m E M let us define 
U(m) = {x t X: (:r,m) E U} and V(m) = (z E X: (I(;,m) E V}. 
It is clear that U(m)nV(m) = 0, and U(m) C X\V(m) C X\(X\W) = W. If z E F, 
then there exist neighborhoods 0, and 0, of points .7’ and y, such that 0, x 0, C U, 
because F x {y} g U. Let us take m E 0,nM. Then 0, x {m} c U, and consequently, 
II: E U(m) 2 U(,m) c W. Now normality of X follows from Lemma 1.5.14 of [3]. 
Let us prove countable paracompactness of X. It is sufficient to prove that for every 
decreasing sequence FI > FZ > . . of closed subsets of X satisfying n{Fz: i < w} = 0 
there exists a sequence IV,. HJ2. . of open subsets of X such that FL C VVT for all 
i < w and n{Wi: i < u} = 0 [3, 5.2.21. Let Q = X x M(i and A1 = {mi: i < u}. 
Then @i = X x {y} and di2 = U{F, x {m,}: % < UJ} (the closure is taken in Q) are 
closed disjoint subsets of Q: if (:c, y) E @I, then s $ F,,, for some 71 < w; so there 
exist a neighborhood O,C of :): and a neighborhood 0, of y such that 0, n F,, = 0 and 
0,yn{ml:m2:..., m,_l} = 0; thus (0, x 0,) n (U{Fz x {m,,}: i < LJ}) = 0 and 
@I n @z = 8. The set @i is a regular Gb-set in Q. But Q is an F,-set in X x Y, so Q 
is d-normal. Hence there exist open (in Q) disjoint sets U and V, such that @i C: U and 
@2 C: V. For every % < w let us define lV( = {.I E X: (~,,mi) E V}. It is easily seen 
that F, c r/cr, for all i. Suppose x0 E n{W’i: i < w}. Then there exists a neighborhood 
O,r,, x 0, of the point (CC,,, y) such that O,.,, x 0, c U. Let us choose m,, E 0,. Then 
(~0, m,) E U fl V. This contradicts the fact that U n V = 0. Theorem I is proved. 0 
There are many applications of the Theorem 1. For example, in 1970, Keesling [6] 
with CH and, in 1975, VeliEko [ 171 without CH proved that if exp(X) is normal, then 
X is a compact space. Here the space exp(*y ) is the set of all nonempty closed subsets 
of X with the Vietoris topology (see [3, 2.7.201). Applying Theorem 1 we have 
Proposition 2. If exp(X) is F,-b- r1ol-ml, t/w2 _Y is I1 c’ornpact ,S[XKY?. 
Proof. Let us first observe that X is countably compact. If this is not the case, then 
ti is a closed subset of X and exp(w) is a closed subset of exp(X). Hence (exp(w))’ 
is a closed subset of exp(X) too. Consequently, (exp(d))’ is FU,-h-normal. Of course, 
exp(d) contains a nonclosed countable subset. So exp(w’) is normal by Theorem 1. But 
exp(d) is not normal 13, 2.7.20(f)]. Let c: C .Y be an open set with a nonisolated 
point .r. The space X is regular [3, 2.7.20(e)]. so there exists an open set V such that 
.r E V C V C U. Then exp(-k: \ CT) x exp(V) is a closed subset ofexp(X). It is obvious 
that exp(V) contains a nonclosed countable subset. Applying Theorem 1 we have that 
exp(X \ U) is normal. Thus X \ U is compact for every open neighborhood C: of every 
nonisolated point by [ 171. If a countably compact space has only one nonisolated point. 
then it is compact. If X contains two different nonisolated points, then X is the sum of 
two compact spaces. Hence S is compact. 1.1 
Remark 3. The space exp(tiI) is countably compact and hence &normal, but ull is not 
compact. 
In 1971, Noble [ 141 (see also [ 1 1. p. 8171) proved that if X”’ is normal for some 
uncountable m > UJ(X), then X is compact. Proposition 4 is a slight extension of this 
fact. 
Proposition 4. y‘ Xm is F,-h-normal for some urwountable m 3 w(X), thetl X is 
con1pact. 
Proof. If m is infinite, then X”’ contains a closed homeomorph of X”’ x (w + 1). Thus 
X’” is normal and we can apply Noble’s Theorem. 0 
Remark 5. All powers of ~JI are b-normal, but dl is not compact. 
Tkachuk [ 161 has shown that each F,-countably paracompact C;(X) is normal. Here 
C,(X) is the space of all continuous real-valued functions on the space X with the 
topology of pointwise convergence. We generalize this assertion by the next obvious 
way. 
Proposition 6. Each F,-5-normal C;,(X) is normrrl 
Proof. It is known that C,(X) can be expressed as Y x R, where R is the real line [ 161. 
If C,,(X) is &S-normal, then Y is normal and countably paracompact by Theorem 1. 
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So the product of Y with the closed unit interval 1 is normal and countably paracompact. 
It follows that C,(X) = Y x R is normal, being an F,-set in Y x I [3]. 0 
In 1972, the author [7] proved that the product of a paracompact (in particular, compact) 
space of tightness not exceeding m with a normal m-bounded space is normal. In 1976, 
Nogura [13] proved that the normality of the product of a compact space X with the 
ordinal space m+ implies that the tightness of X does not exceed m. The example 
(wt + I ) x wl shows us rhat it is impossible to extend Nogura’s Theorem to F,-S-normal 
products. But let us take another test space instead of mS. Let 2, be a .&-product 
of discrete two-point spaces D,. cy < m+. In [8] it is proved that if the product of a 
k-space X with 2, is normal, then X has tightness at most m. Applying Theorem 1 we 
have immediately 
Proposition 7. If the product qf a k-space X with 2, is F,-&-normal, then X has 
tightness at most m. 
Remark 3. The product D”+ x 2, is countably compact and hence is S-normal, but 
the tightness of Dm+ is equal to mS. 
2, Hereditary S-normality 
According to Katetov’s well-known theorem [5] if the product X x Y is hereditarily 
normal, then either the pseudocharacter of every closed subset of X is ,< m or all subsets 
of Y with potency < m are closed. It is easy to see that almost the same proof gives us 
a little more general 
Theorem 9. If the product X x Y is hereditarily m-normal, then either the pseudochar- 
acter of every closed subset of X is < m or all subsets of Y with potency < m are 
closed. 
Here a space is m-normal [12] if each pair of disjoint closed sets, one of which is a 
regular G,-set, have disjoint neighborhoods. A set is a regular G,-set provided it is the 
intersection of at most m closed sets whose interiors contain this set. 
- 
Proof. Let Y 1 A4 # M, jM/ < m, and let y E z \ M. If Ma = {y} u M, then y is 
a regular Gm-set in the space AJo. Let F be a closed subset of X. Then (X \ F) x {y} 
and F x M are closed disjoint subsets of a m-normal 2 = ((X \ F) x {y}) U (X x M). 
The set (X \ F) x {y } is a regular G,-set in 2, because 3 is a regular G, in MO. 
Hence there exist open (in 2) disjoint sets U and V, such that (X \ F) x {y} c U and 
F x M 5 V. For every point m E M define V(m) = {z E X: (x,m> E V}. Then 
F = n{V(m>: m E M}. Theorem 9 is proved. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 9 and 1 we have the next generalization 
of Corollary 1 from [5] (see also [3, 2.7.15(a)]). 
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Theorem 10. !f the product X x Y is hereditarily b-normal, then either X is petfectl? 
normal or all countable subsets of Y are closed. 
Corollary 11 [ 181. If the product X Y Y is hereditarily countably paracompact, then 
either X is perfkctly normal or ever;y countable discrete subspace of Y is closed in Yw. 
The following consequence of Theorem 10 and of Corollary 2.A from [l] generalize 
Corollary 2.A’ from [ 11. 
Theorem 12. A countably compact X such that X3 is hereditarily h-normal is metrk- 
able. 
Corollary 13 [ 11. A countably compact X such that X’ is hereditarily normal is metrk- 
able. 
In 1969, eoban [2] proved that if exp(X) is hereditarily normal, then X is a metrizable 
compact space. 
Proposition 14. If exp(X) is hereditarily h-normal, then X is a metrizable compact 
space. 
Proof. A space X is compact because of Proposition 2. It remains to prove metrizability 
of X. As in the proof of Proposition 2 but applying Theorem 10 instead of Theorem 1 
we have that exp(X \ U) is perfectly normal for every open neighborhood U of every 
nonisolated point. This means that X \ U is metrizable [3, 4.2.B] for every open neigh- 
borhood U of every nonisolated point. If X contains two different nonisolated points, 
then X is the sum of two metrizable compact spaces. Hence X is metrizable 13, 3.1.201. 
If X contains only one nonisolated point Z, then X is the one-point compactification of 
the discrete space X \ {zY}. It is easy to see that X x (UJ + 1) c exp(X) in this case. 
Applying Theorem 10 again we see that X is perfectly normal and IC is a GA-point, 
which implies that X is countable. Proposition 13 is proved. 0 
Of course, there are no uncountable products of spaces having at least two points 
that are hereditarily &normal. and what is more, we have the next generalization of the 
Theorem of Efimov [3, 3.12.12(k)], who proved that every hereditarily normal dyadic 
space is metrizable. 
Proposition 15. Every hereditarily b-normal dyadic space is metrizable. 
Proof. It is proved in [4], that every completely regular b-normal space is pseudonormal. 
Pseudonormality implies property WE from [ lo], and every hereditarily s(uE dyadic space 
is metrizable [lo]. Proposition 14 is proved. 0 
Tkachuk [ 161 proved that if C,(X) is hereditarily normal or hereditarily countably 
paracompact, then C,(X) is perfectly normal. We have the more general Proposition 15, 
the proof of which is similar to that of Proposition 6. 
Proposition 16. Each hereditarily d-normal C,(X) is pet$ectly normal. 
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